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one of the other things we would say, is that we are a little concerned about the size of the file. its around 5.9 gb which is
great, but a lot of people wont be able to download and install a 5gb file. theres a solution. once installed, you can find the
kjfk addon along with its associated pre-load of buildings, vehicles, and other objects in the airport folder. the airport folder
includes readme folder with instructions to install, issues with kjfk, and files to download. i will move on to describe how to
add kjfk to your x-plane. as before, to do so, click on add modules in the x-plane menu, then choose plugins add - add new.

alternatively, you can find and add the kjfk addon by using the menu plugins - add new, then choosing kjfk from the list. when
you install the kjfk addon, you will see the result shown above. at this stage of the game, kjfk is a static airport. theres more
to come. to begin with, a good place to start is the load_kfk folder. it has an exe file that you can run by double clicking on it.

it will open a window to start loading the required buildings, vehicles, and aircraft that are in the kjfk airport for that time.
note that this procedure is exactly the same as how new york jfk and other airports work, but the kjfk airport is the easiest one

to install and configure. this will put the runway names on the left of the runway end page. it will also place the taxiway
names on the right of the runway end page. if you want the runway numbers on the runway end pages, then check show

runway numbers.
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there are a few minor differences in the runway layout of the kjfk
airport, compared to the real airport. they are all explained in the

readme file. the main difference is that the main runway (26l/10r) is
shorter, with a shorter rvai. the apron is larger than the real airport,
and in addition to the 4 gates that are shown on the airport diagram,
there are two additional gates on the apron. the real airport only has

gates 4 and 5. the kjfk airport has gates 10 and 11. in my opinion,
the airport around the tower is very good, but jfk is lacking the

terminal on the left. also, there isnt a long wait for passengers to get
in and out of the airport from the tower. now, i admit that the

waiting time for the passengers is probably due to me not using all
the airport vehicles at the same time, but it still gives a slightly

erroneous impression. the tower view is very good and jeff does not
need to include every airport vehicle, so theres not a lot of cost in it.
also, the tower in kjfk is much bigger than that in the kas airport. in

kjfk, you get two airports; one on the north side and one on the
south side. both airports have 3 terminals, all named as in the pdf.
the terminals themselves are mainly identical to kas, but kjfk has a
terminal in the northeast corner that has a huge rooftop entrance

and a few vehicles that dont exist in kas. now, if you want to include
these vehicles, then thats a whole other issue. while kjfk is an

interesting airport, its not a good candidate for the tower because of
that whole terminal issue. therefore, theres no need to install kjfk in

your x-plane, unless youve got a huge budget. 5ec8ef588b
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